Abstract -With the new available frame aggregation technology in the 802.11n WLAN, the base station is able to transmit two or more data streams to different users in the system simultaneously. This fact enables us to design a more QoS aware scheduler from the MAC layer. In this paper, we first formulate the scheduling problem with frame aggregation into a knapsack problem that is shown NP hard. Then we propose a simple approximation algorithm (LUUF) based on the unit urgency concept. Our analysis shows that the complexity of LUUF is ( log )
I. INTRODUCTION
In March 2007, the version 2.0 draft specification for the next generation IEEE 802.11n WLANs was approved [1] . It has introduced substantial enhancements at both the PHY (physical) and MAC (medium access control) layers for high throughput, efficiency and robustness [2, 3] for the wireless system. In the PHY layer, based on the MIMO-OFDM (Multiple Input Multiple Output -Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing) technology, 802.11n can use spatial multiplexing to transmit two or more data streams simultaneously. It also provides transmitter spatial diversity to improve reception by spreading the spatial streams across multiple antennas [4] . Beamforming, specified as an optional feature, can further improve packet transmission efficiency. The 802.11n defines a new set of the modulation and coding schemes (MCS), and the MCS is an index value that determines the modulation, coding and number of spatial streams in MIMO-OFDM systems. The actual transmission scheme is composed of both the MIMO mode and the MCS. The efficiency improvements at the MAC layer are frame aggregation, block acknowledgement (block ACK, also backward compatible with 802.11e [5] ), etc. Frame aggregation can improve MAC layer efficiency by reducing the transmission time for preamble and frame headers, and the random backoff period for successive frame transmissions. They are particularly applicable to voice traffic where the voice frame is short and continuous traffic such as video or large file transfers.
We tackle the wireless scheduling problem from a cross layer optimization angle. We have done much research on the link adaptation algorithms for opportunistic scheduling in [6] . However, while the link adaptation improves transmission on a physical link, the aggregate system performance is very much dependent on multi-user scheduling and cross layer optimization mechanisms, which are also heavily coupled with underlying link adaptation. This cross layer optimization becomes more imperative in the 802.11n wireless systems since the standard has introduced many significant options in the MAC layer. In this paper, we will take advantage of the frame aggregation in the 802.11n for designing a multi-user scheduling algorithm. The scheduler tries to improve the system performance, in particular, in terms of the Quality of Service (QoS) efficiency.
Different from the well studied opportunistic scheduling that monitors the channel continuously and decides the locally optimized strategy to send packets from one user, scheduler with frame aggregation can send packets from several users simultaneously. How to select this set of users to be serviced is a challenging problem, which can be easily modeled into a knapsack problem that is well known to be NP hard [7] . We argue that, however, in practice we do not have to find the optimal solution to the knapsack problem to achieve a good performance. A simple greedy algorithm that has less complexity works sufficiently well with practical implementation of the frame aggregation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, we present the system model and conventions used throughout the paper. We then model the scheduling problem in the wireless system with frame aggregations into a knapsack problem in section III. In section IV, we propose a simple greedy algorithm to do the scheduling and analyze its performance. In section V, we bring forward some practical considerations and argue that the greedy algorithm performs well in practice. Then, we conclude the paper in section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND CONVENTIONS
In this section, we first describe the system model under consideration and put forward the scheduling problem. We also model the general frame aggregation scheme and formulate users' simple QoS requirements.
A. System Model
We consider the downlink of a wireless system with n mobile stations (users) and one base station (BS). This general scenario applies to many wireless systems, such as 802.11 WLAN or the cell phone systems. We depict the framework in Figure 1 , where all the n users and BS are equipped with multiple antennas.
Users can join and leave. We assume the BS always has sufficient data for each user to download. The order and how much data of the users got serviced are based on their QoS requirements and the channel conditions, both of which are known at the central scheduler in the BS. Our task is to design such a scheduler to allocate the bandwidth to each user with the underlying physical constraints. If the BS can only select one user to service in one time, opportunistic algorithms work well. However, when the BS can select multiple users to service, things become different.
B. Frame Aggregation
Different from the 802.11 a/b/g WLAN, we have an enhanced feature in the 802.11n downlink scheduling. That is, the BS can send data to multiple users simultaneously. And the batch of users selected to receive data is called a frame aggregation. For example, in Figure 2 , we can see that the first frame consists of packets to users 1, 3…, and n .
In general, frame aggregation can increase the MAC layer efficiency by not only reducing the transmission time for preamble and frame headers, but also reducing the waiting time during random backoff period for successive frame transmissions [8] . However, a larger aggregation frame will cause each station to wait for a longer time before its next chance for channel access. Furthermore, under error-prone channels, a larger aggregation frame may waste a longer period of channel time and lead to very low MAC efficiency. Therefore, there is a tradeoff between throughput and delay for frame aggregation at the MAC layer, and channel conditions should be taken into consideration when designing frame aggregation schemes. How to decide the optimal frame size, or even to find a way to adaptively adjust the frame size is out of the scope of this paper. For simplicity and put our paper in focus, we assume in the system under our consideration the frame size is variable and up-bounded by a preconfigured constant max F .
On the other hand, we note that inside each frame cycle packets to different users do not have a relative order since they are actually sent simultaneously, which might be misinterpreted in Figure 2 . In detail, this is decided by the MCS in lower PHY layer. Therefore, in each frame cycle, we just care about the size of data to send the selected users, not the order of them. In simple terms, if selected users data size are denoted by
then we have this simple constraint in each frame cycle:
Please note that for simplicity we do not care about how many packets each user receives. We consider all the packets to a user as a whole and denote them as i p . For example, in Figure 2 , user 1 receives three packets, but we still only use 1 p to denote the data it receives in this frame cycle.
C. Modeling Users' QoS requirements
What makes scheduling in the 802.11n WLAN a challenging task is that different users have different quality-ofservice (QoS) requirements. In wired networks, the QoS requirements are generally described in delay and throughput. Here we consider an additional QoS requirement that is very important in the wireless networks for future applications with strict time constraints. Examples of such applications include streaming multimedia, voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP), instant messaging (IM), and real-time video conferencing, all of which have not only the delay requirement but also the minimum data requirements of users at each scheduling time slot [9] . Therefore, we assume a minimum size of packets min i p for each user i . That is to say, if user i is selected to receive data, it should receive at least min i p data for current frame cycle; otherwise it would rather not to receive any data. To schedule packets according to users' QoS requirements, we use a concept of user urgency. The idea is explained as follows. Each user in the system has some assigned initial urgency i u . These initial i u 's and their individual evolution along time reflects their QoS fulfillments by the scheduler that tries to first schedule the most urgent packets. A user's urgency is reduced when it gets serviced from the BS. And the reducing rate reflects user's QoS requirement and the channel conditions weighed by the scheduler.
It is surely difficult to precisely model the evolution of users' urgency. We simplify the model by the following two assumptions:
1. A user's urgency is reduced when it received packets from the BS. The amount of reduction is proportional to the size of packets received. Different users have different proportions that reflect their QoS requirements and channel conditions. 2. If a user does not receive any packets from the BS, its urgency stays unchanged.
It is easy to see that the urgency u is a non-increasing function. It is somehow counter-intuitive, since as time evolves, the user may become more urgent if it does not receive any packets. However, we note that our definition of urgency is only to help us to do scheduling. It is not necessarily to comply with the real meaning of urgency. The intuition is that in the long term, every user may have the chance to be idle. It is fair if all users do not increase their urgency whenever idle. The scheduler has no bias on letting any user be idle, if we exclude the QoS factor.
We use i c to denote the decreasing rate for user i . Besides the users' QoS requirements, the decreasing rate is also adjusted by the scheduler according to the channel conditions from one frame to another. According to the above two assumptions, we can derive user i 's urgency evolution equation as follows i i i du c dp = − ⋅ , where i du is the change of user i 's urgency and i dp is the size of data it receives from the BS in current frame cycle.
Solve this differentiate equation, we get
where ' i u is user i 's urgency value in previous frame cycle and i p is the data serviced in current frame cycle.
III. KNAPSACK PROBLEM AND THE LARGEST UNIT URGENCY FIRST SCHEDULING
In each frame cycle, the scheduler is responsible to select a set of users to grant receiving packets.
With the modeling of users' urgency, it is obvious for a good scheduler to maximize the total users' urgency in each frame. Since the frame size is bounded by max F , we formulate the scheduler problem as follows: 
If 1 i x = , user i is selected for current frame cycle; Otherwise it is not. This is a combinatorial optimization problem. If we let
, it becomes a typical knapsack problem. The knapsack problem is stated as follows. Given a set of items, each with a cost and a value, determine the number of each item to include in a collection so that the total cost is less than a given limit and the total value is as large as possible. For the 0 /1 knapsack problem, each item can only be selected one copy. Returning to our scheduling problem, the cost is the packet size a user receives and the value is user's urgency.
It is well known that the 0 /1 knapsack problem is an NP hard problem and therefore is computationally intractable when n is large.
In this section, we design a simple scheduler in each frame cycle. We call our proposed algorithm Largest Unit Urgency First (LUUF). 
LUUF scheduling algorithm

Input
In simple terms, the LUUF first sort the users in a decreasing order according to their unit urgency / i i u p . Then the LUUF starts to add users from the largest unit urgency until the frame size up-bound is overflow.
Obviously, the selected users cannot always maximize the total urgency. We analyze the performance of LUUF in the following section and argue that with practical considerations, the LUUF achieves a rather good balance between the algorithm complexity and system performance.
IV. ANALYSIS OF THE LARGEST UNIT URGENCY FIRST SCHEDULER
We first analyze the complexity of LUUF. It is easy to see that the complexity is ( log ) O n n since the LUUF basically involves two phases: sorting the unit urgencies and selecting users. It is well known that the sorting complexity is ( log ) O n n [7] and the selecting process costs ( ) O n since it is a sequential process. Overall, the LUUF complexity is ( log ) O n n . To analyze the performance of LUUF, we should find out how close the solution given by LUUF is near the optimal solution.
We first define an approximation ratio of LUUF. If the maximal total urgency can be achieved in the frame cycle is U , and the total urgency given by LUUF is
, we say the approximation ratio of LUUF is
It is easy to see that the approximation ratio cannot be larger than 1.
We have the following two arguments.
Argument 1:
If the selected users by LUUF occupy the whole frame size max F , the LUUF achieves the maximum total urgency, i.e., the approximation ratio is 1. 
Together with the overlapped users, we know that the set of users selected by LUUF maximize the total urgency, compared with any other set of users observing the frame size constraint.
This finishes the proof of argument 1.
We now move on to the proof of argument 2.
Still assume the LUUF selects a set of k users {1, 2,..., } k . But now they only occupies a size of
To obtain the lower bound of the approximation ratio, we add an additional user to the system, user 0 , who has
It is easy to see that user 0 has the same unit urgency as user k .
Perform LUUF on the new set of users again, we know that the LUUF selects users {1, 2,..., , 0} k and the total urgencies of these 1 k + users are the maximum urgency according to argument 1, since the set of users {1, 2,..., , 0} k just occupies the whole frame size max F . And the maximum total urgency for these 1 k + users is
It is obvious that adding a new user can only increase the maximum urgency a system can achieve. Assume that without the new user the maximum total urgency is U . Therefore, U observes the following:
Denote the total urgency by LUUF to be
It is easy to see that 
V. DISCUSSIONS
In the previous section, we analyzed the LUUF performance under the assumption that the frame size is fixed at max
F
. In fact, in practice we can have a more flexible scheduler. According to the LUUF, if the selected users only occupy a frame size of max ' F F < , it is unnecessary for LUUF to wait for a period of max ' F F − to start next frame cycle. Therefore, we can adjust current frame size to ' F and transmit packets according to the results of LUUF. According to argument 1 in section IV, we know that the set of users maximizes the total urgency within frame size of ' F . However, this does not necessarily mean that the LUUF finds optimal solution for the frame aggregation scheduling, because the frame size max F or any other value is predetermined by other tradeoffs. While we use the ' F for actually transmission, the marginal gain of reducing the frame size is positive, but does not leads to a total system optimization. Nevertheless, we can safely say that using ' F for actually frame aggregation size does improve the approximation ratio to be larger than max '/ F F .
